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Product features

50cm x 50cm carpet tiles

Suitable for commercial
environments

8 subtle yet stylish
shades

Tufted loop pile design

Solution dyed nylon yarn

Made in the UK

Won’t wear or damage
easily

We will fit for you!
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The designs
We got chills, they’re electrifying and it’s all because of these stylish, high performance,
low cost nylon carpet tiles.
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Moss Green

Spice

Blue Ice

Blue Sapphire

Light Grey

Chocolate

Sky Blue

Grey Smoke

Combinations

Nouveau Endurance

Block colours are extremely versatile
and can be as subtle or as statement as you
like but sometimes, you need something a little
more exciting. This design-led range cleverly
combines tonal shades in a linear formation
to deliver a stylish surface pattern that would
be right at home in any modern office or topnotch hotel.
Ever had that super awkward moment
of walking into a meeting thinking it’s just
a free table? Well problem solved. Why not
use Nouveau Endurance to zone out different
areas? So, pop down Nouveau Elements II to
show the meeting tables, and pop Nouveau
Endurance down for walkways / other areas.

Want to learn more about it?
Read our blog
Watch a youtube video
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Versatile

Built to withstand a never-ending
stream of traffic, this range of durable carpet
tiles is the ideal solution for busy offices, intense
industrial use and high-traffic public spaces.
Similar to Nouveau Connections in
style and aesthetic but with the added
performance benefits of a solution-dyed
nylon construction, Nouveau Elements
II is the perfect choice for areas such
as hospitals and office environments.
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Want to learn more about it?
Read our blog

Affordable and resistant

A tufted loop pile teams up with a
tough bitumen backing to provide a flooring
solution that is fully prepared to take on even
the harshest heavy contract environments.
Flame resistant properties and suitability
for use with castor chairs make them the
ideal commercial contender, while a choice
of 8 subtle-yet-stylish shades mean you
can put your stamp on any interior project.

Affordable and resistant.
Do want any better than
this?!
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Fitting for the
home

Fitting for the
workplace

What we do

What we do

Straight lay (all products)
Uplift/dispose of existing flooring
Recycling of existing flooring
Subfloor preparation
Evenings & Weekends
Cap & cove for vinyl
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Straight lay (all products)
Uplift & dispose existing flooring
Recycling of existing flooring
Moving furniture
Subfloor preparation
Free design service
Free site survey
Evenings and weekend work
Cap & cove for vinyl
Others

Specifications
1/10” loop pile / 1/10” poil bouclé / 1/10” Schlingenpol / 1/10” lussenpool
PILE MATERIAL
COMPOSITION DU VELOURS
POLMATERIAL
POOLMATERIAAL
PRIMARY BACKING

SECONDARY BACKING
DOSSIER
RÜCKEN
TAPIJTRUG
TOTAL WEIGHT
POIDS TOTAL
GESAMTGEWICHT
TOTAAL GEWICHT
PILE HEIGHT
HAUTEUR DU VELOURS
FLORHÖHE
POOLHOOGTE
PILE WEIGTH

100% Solution Dyed Nylon

100g/m²

750g/m²

Ca. 4300g/m²

3.5 mm

500g/m²
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PILE HEIGHT
HAUTEUR DU VELOURS
FLORHÖHE
POOLHOOGTE

3,5mm

PILE DENSITY
DENSITÉ DU VELOURS
POLROHDICHTE
POOLDICHTHEID

Ca. 0,116g/m³

CASTOR CHAIR SUITABILITY
CHAISE À ROULETTES
STUHLROLLENEIGNUNG
ROLSTOELGESCHIKTHEID
FIRE RESISTANCE
COMPORTEMENT AU FEU
BRENNVERHALTEN
BRANDGEDRAG
COLOUR FASTNESS TO WATER
SOLIDITÉ À L’EAU
WASSERECHTHEIT
WATERECHTHEID
TRANSVERSAL RESISTANCE
RESISTANCE TRANSVERSALE
DURCHGANGSWIDERSTAND
DOORGANGSWEERSTAND
COLOURS
COULEURS
KLEUREN
FARBEN
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Pass r = 2.8 BS EN 985

BS 4790 Hot Metal Nut Test
Low radius of char

BS EN ISO 1055

ISO/DIS 10965
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Social Media
facebook.com/dctuk
instagram.com/dctukdesign
youtube.com/dctuk
twitter.com/dctuk

0345 222 1544

www.dctuk.com

